Natural killer cell educating KIR/HLA combinations impact survival in anti-PD-L1 treated cancer patients
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Abstract (max. 125 words)

Natural killer (NK) cells are educated through the binding of killer immunoglobulin like receptors (KIR) to human leukocyte antigen (HLA) proteins, but it is unknown whether the presence of these highly diverse KIR/HLA interactions influence responses to immunotherapy in solid tumors. We report herein two observations that shed light on NK cell function and abundance in anti-tumor immune responses. In patients with non-small cell lung cancer treated with anti-PD-L1 therapy, we found that individuals carrying HLA-C1 and HLA-Bw4 alleles and the genes coding for their receptors KIR2DL3 and KIR3DL1 showed improved overall survival (OS). Combined with our second finding that NK cell infiltration was independently associated with improved OS, our findings have important implications for precision medicine approaches and the development of NK cell-based therapies.
Cancer immunotherapy has revolutionized cancer treatment, but the large variability in patient responses calls for novel treatment strategies and biomarker-based enrichment of responders. Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I molecules present antigenic peptides on tumor cells to CD8+ T cells as a key component of what is known as signal 1 in immunology, but they also have core functions in the signaling processes of other immune cell types (1). They play a key role in the education of natural killer (NK) cells, which have been proposed as important players in innate anti-tumor immune responses. NK cells have direct cytotoxic activity, being able to induce both apoptosis and pyroptosis in target cells, but they can also influence the inflammatory environment via the secretion of cytokines and chemokines (2). NK cell functions are well investigated in mouse models, and correlative studies have also defined an important role in human cancers (2, 3). Several studies showed improved survival in patients with higher NK cell infiltration in the tumor (2, 4, 5), and NK cells also express immune checkpoints such as PD-1, such that PD-L1 expression on tumor cells can contribute to their inhibition. However, these studies are correlative in nature and cannot establish causal relationships.

NK cell education is the important process by which the cells acquire effector function. They are educated via two molecular mechanisms, mediated by the interaction of NKG2A and HLA-E, and their respective engagement of highly polymorphic HLA class I molecules with Killer Immunoglobulin like receptors (KIR) (6, 7). HLA class I alleles can be classified into ligand groups based on amino acid residues that determine their interactions with specific inhibitory KIR (Figure 1A). Importantly, these KIR are expressed on CD56dim NK cells, which are relatively abundant in blood, spleen and lung tissue of healthy individuals, and display significantly higher cytotoxic activity than CD56bright NK cells, which do not typically express KIR (8, 9). Different models for NK cell education have been proposed, but all of them are compatible with the idea of ‘tuning’ of NK cell reactivity as a response to environmental changes. These models are based on the interaction of HLA class I molecules with inhibitory receptors on NK cells, the presence of such interactions being associated with higher effector function (10). This is of relevance to the concept of ‘missing-self’ recognition. Tumors commonly display reduced or abolished HLA class I expression, and NK cells can detect this as a stress signal and target the stressed cell (1). There are also potential implications for the role of NK cell education in the context of anti-PD-1 / anti-PD-L1 checkpoint blockade. PD-1 is usually not highly expressed on NK cells of healthy individuals, but has been found on peripheral and intratumoral NK cells of cancer patients, mainly associated with the CD56dim phenotype (11–13). In an investigation in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients, a subset of tumor-infiltrating NK cells expressed PD-1.
These cells were found to be more dysfunctional and to express more inhibitory receptors, but PD-1 blockade was able to restore their functionality (14).

We hypothesized that survival in patients with NSCLC treated with immune checkpoint inhibitors might be impacted by the presence or absence of NK-cell educating KIR-HLA combinations. We performed germline whole-genome sequencing (WGS) in a discovery cohort (IMpower150) of 433 patients of European ancestry with metastatic non-squamous NSCLC treated with the PD-L1 antibody atezolizumab in combination with chemotherapy, and 182 patients in the control arms of this study (Suppl. Methods, Table S1) (15). Applying validated methods, HLA alleles and KIR gene status were computationally inferred, and variables defining the presence of four common KIR-HLA combinations that were shown to have a significant contribution to NK cell education were computed (Suppl. Methods) (16). All observed frequencies were in the expected range when compared to published reference data for European populations (Figure 1B, Table S2).

Median overall survival was significantly improved in patients treated with atezolizumab who carried HLA-C1 alleles and their receptor KIR2DL3, when compared to patients who did not carry both ligand and receptor [5.1 months, $P < 3.4 \times 10^{-4}$, hazard ratio (HR) = 0.62]. No other variables showed a significant association after adjustment for multiple testing, and none reached statistical significance in the control arm of the study (Table S3).

To replicate this finding and to improve statistical power, we inferred HLA and KIR types in two other NSCLC trials using combinations of atezolizumab and chemotherapy, IMPower130 (non-squamous NSCLC) and IMPower131 (squamous NSCLC) (Table S1) (17, 18). In a meta-analysis, the KIR2DL3/HLA-C1 association was confirmed in a total of 954 patients of European ancestry who received atezolizumab [$P_{\text{meta}} = 5.0 \times 10^{-5}$, HR=0.69], with highly consistent effect estimates across the three trials (Figure 1C, Table S4). In addition, the interaction of KIR3DL1 and HLA-Bw4 was nominally associated with improved OS [$P_{\text{meta}}= 0.02$, HR=0.82] (Figure 1C, Table S4). Again, no significant associations were found for the control arms of the studies (total N=440, Figure S1, Table S4), which is why we focused on atezolizumab treated patients only from this point.

Previous disease association studies of allelic variation in KIR2D genes and HLA-C may shed some light on the question of why these combinations showed significant associations. Carriers of the KIR A haplotype encode strongly inhibitory KIR2DL1 allotypes relative to KIR2DL1 encoded on KIR B haplotypes (19). Conversely, KIR A-encoded KIR2DL3 allotypes bind with weaker affinity and lower inhibitory strength compared to the KIR-B-encoded KIR2DL2. These features frame a ‘rheostat’ model of potential hierarchy in inhibitory strength across the family of KIR receptors (KIR2DL1/HLA-C2 > KIR2DL2/HLA-C1 > KIR2DL3/HLA-C1) that when expressed in
Combination on NK cells results in 'tuning' of sensitivity to changes in HLA class I expression on neighboring cells (20). This model when applied to NSCLC positions KIR2DL3 as the weaker inhibitory checkpoint for NK cells and might suggest a lower threshold for concomitant signaling through activating NK cell receptors. Relative strength in binding by and inhibition through KIR3DL1 interactions with HLA-Bw4 molecules have been studied as well, where different combinations vary significantly in cell surface expression and in their strength of interactions (21–23). The effects of these interactions stratify response to microbial infections (24), risk of susceptibility to autoimmunity (25), and relapse of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) following hematopoietic cell transplantation (26).

Since NK cells are educated by multiple KIR/HLA interactions, we hypothesized that the presence of both KIR2DL3/HLA-C1 and KIR3DL1/HLA-Bw4 might result in improved outcome when compared to groups of patients with only one or none of the two combinations. In the IMpower150 discovery cohort, we indeed observed the strongest separation in a comparison of groups of patients with both vs. none (Figure 1D), with a median OS difference of 13.2 months. This was consistent in both IMpower130 and IMpower131 (Fig. S2, pairwise comparisons in Table S5), resulting in a strong association in a meta-analysis comparing these two groups [P_meta = 0.002, HR = 0.59]. Our finding is also consistent with the rheostat model of NK cell education, which proposes that the effector potential of NK cells positively correlates with the number of HLA class I interactions with inhibitory receptors (10).

Based on these findings, we also evaluated whether HLA ligand groups alone, independent of the presence of their respective KIR, showed significant associations in meta-analyses. In addition to our three atezolizumab clinical trials, we included NSCLC patients from two cancer immunotherapy cohorts with available HLA genotypes previously investigated by Chowell et al. (27), analyzing a total of 1326 patients who received immune checkpoint blockade (ICB). Both HLA-C1 [P_meta = 4.9x10^-4, HR = 0.71] and HLA-Bw4 [P_meta = 1.1x10^-3, HR = 0.77] carrier status were associated with longer OS (Figure 1E, Table S6). This is likely due to the fact that less than 10% of genotyped patients did not carry KIR2DL3, and less than 5% did not carry KIR3DL1 (Table S2). Most patients with HLA-C1 or HLA-Bw4 alleles therefore have NK cells educated via the associated interactions. KIR gene carrier status alone was not significantly associated with OS across these studies, although KIR2DL3 carriers showed significantly longer OS in the IMpower150 discovery cohort only (Table S7).

Single HLA alleles or supertypes were previously reported to be associated with outcomes in patients treated with ICB (27, 28), but the results were not consistent across studies and could not be replicated in large follow-up analyses (29, 30). We
therefore wanted to exclude that our results might be driven by strong associations of single HLA variants that belong to the HLA-C1 or HLA-Bw4 ligand groups. Indeed, no single allele or supertype was found to be associated with OS, and none of the previously associated variables achieved nominal significance (Tables S8 and S9). While a patient’s HLA genotype defines the spectrum of antigens that can be presented on tumor cells, every tumor has a unique mutational profile, which is in contrast to, for example, autoimmune diseases, where HLA allelic associations are abundant and at least in some cases related to disease-specific self-antigens. This increased complexity might explain the lack of allele-specific associations.

It was also previously hypothesized that HLA class I heterozygosity or evolutionary divergence might be associated with improved outcomes. Both should overall result in a larger spectrum of antigens that can be presented by an individual’s pool of HLA alleles, which might in turn increase the likelihood for a potent anti-tumor immune response. Chowell et al. showed significant associations with both heterozygosity and divergence (Grantham distance) (27, 31), but their results could not be replicated in more recent analyses (29, 30). In our analysis, no results were significant after adjustment for multiple testing, however HLA-C evolutionary divergence was nominally significantly associated with longer OS [p=0.04, Beta=0.98] (Tables S10 and S11). While the hypothesis is conceptually sound, the breadth of anti-tumor immune responses is not yet understood in sufficient detail, and phenomena such as immunodominance might limit the theoretical benefits of a larger pool of presented neoantigens (32).

In addition to NK cell reactivity, their infiltration into tumor tissue could be an important determinant of patient outcomes. Cursons et al. previously used published NK cell signatures to curate a gene set that estimates the abundance of NK cells in a tumor(4). They demonstrated that a gene score derived from this set was associated with improved survival in melanoma patients, using RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) (4, 33). We applied the same gene signature to the IMpower150 study, using RNA-seq data from tumor biopsies. First, we examined whether the relevant KIR-HLA combinations were associated with this NK cell score, in which case the genetic associations might be explained by increased NK cell infiltration, still possibly due to better education. However, we did not find significant differences between patients with and without the KIR2DL3/HLA-C1 and KIR3DL1/HLA-Bw4 combinations, respectively (Figure 2A).

In 371 patients treated with atezolizumab, an above median NK cell score was associated with longer OS [4.3 months, P = 0.008, HR = 0.73] (Figure 2B). No significant association was found for the control arms [N = 151, P = 0.49, HR = 0.88] (Figure S3). While these results suggest a role of NK cell abundance in outcome following ICB (‘quantity’), the associations of KIR/HLA combinations point to the
importance of NK cell education (‘quality’). We therefore evaluated whether infiltration and education independently impact OS in patients treated with atezolizumab, using a multivariable model including the NK cell score and the four previously tested KIR/HLA combinations. Both the NK cell score \( [P = 0.015, HR = 0.74] \) and the presence of \( KIR2DL3/HLA-C1 \) \( [P = 0.012, HR = 0.69] \) were significantly associated with longer OS in this model (Table S12), but none of the other KIR/HLA combinations, which is consistent with the previous analysis of KIR/HLA combinations in IMpower150 (Table S3). Patients who had a high NK cell score and carried \( KIR2DL3/HLA-C1 \) showed the best overall survival, significantly different and 8 months longer compared to patients with low NK cell infiltration and without the KIR/HLA combination (Figure 2C, Table S13). Patients with only high NK cell score or the KIR/HLA combination showed intermediate OS (Figure 2C), but there were no statistically significant differences after adjustment for multiple testing, possibly due to limited statistical power (Table S13).

In summary, our results demonstrate an important role of NK cells in anti-tumor immune responses in patients treated with cancer immunotherapy. In addition to their abundance in the tumor microenvironment (TME), we showed that their education via germline-encoded KIR/HLA interactions impacts overall survival in atezolizumab-treated NSCLC patients. These findings, based on human genetics and thus establishing a causal relationship, might have implications for clinical trial design, and in combination with other tumor intrinsic and extrinsic factors contribute to statistical models better predicting patient outcomes. Development of NK cell therapies for cancer will also benefit from consideration of how NK cells are educated and whether HLA-A,-B,-C and HLA-E expression are regulated similarly or differently by tumors in the TME. Finally, larger follow-up analyses will be required to conclusively answer questions related to the importance of single HLA alleles and HLA allelic divergence.
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Fig. 1. Impact of KIR/HLA combinations and HLA ligand status on overall survival in NSCLC patients. (A) High-frequency KIR/HLA combinations according to Pende et al. (41). HLA class I alleles are grouped into C1, C2 and Bw4 ligand groups and interact with specific KIR on NK cells. Dashed lines depict low-affinity interactions, which are not considered in this study. (B) Prevalence of HLA ligand groups, KIR genes, and KIR/HLA combinations in IMpower150 patients. Reference and other trial frequencies are provided in Table S1. (C) Association between KIR/HLA combinations and overall survival for patients with NSCLC treated with atezolizumab in IMpower150 (N=433), IMpower130 (N=202) and IMpower131 (N=319), as well as meta-analysis results (N=954). Color-filled circles represent statistical significance after adjustment for multiple testing, and gray-filled circles nominal significance. Horizontal lines depict 95% confidence intervals. The complete data and results for control arms of the trials are provided in Table S3. (D) Kaplan-Meier estimates of overall survival in IMpower150 for atezolizumab-treated patients carrying none of the two significant KIR/HLA interactions KIR3DL1-Bw4 and KIR2DL3/HLA-C1 (N=20), one of the two (N=81 and N=114, respectively), and both (N=218). Dashed lines depict median survival for each group. P-value is based on a log-rank test. (E) Association between HLA ligand groups C1 and Bw4, and overall survival for patients with NSCLC treated with immune checkpoint inhibitors. Included cohorts are the atezolizumab clinical trials IMpower150 (N=433), IMpower130 (N=202) and IMpower131 (N=319), and two replication datasets (Chowell et al., N= 101; MSK-IMPACT, N=271). Meta-analysis results are based on a total of 1326 patients. Color-filled circles represent statistical significance after adjustment for multiple testing, and gray-filled circles nominal significance. Horizontal lines depict 95% confidence intervals. The complete data and results for control arms of the trials are provided in Table S5.
Fig. 2. Impact of NK cell infiltration alone and in combination with KIR/HLA status on overall survival in IMpower150. (A) Violin plots representing the distribution of the NK cell infiltration signature in carriers vs. non-carriers of the two associated KIR-HLA combinations. Box plots depict median and interquartile range. No significant differences were found. (B) Kaplan-Meier estimates of overall survival for atezolizumab-treated patients with low (below median, N=179) and high (above median, N=192) NK cell score. Dashed lines depict median survival for each group. P-value is based on a log-rank test. (C) Kaplan-Meier estimates of overall survival for atezolizumab-treated patients according to NK cell score and presence of the KIR2DL3/HLA-C1 combination. Dashed lines depict median survival for each group. P-value is based on a log-rank test.